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PREFACE

The object of this thesis, entitled 
"Theodoret and the Greek Pagan Writers," has been 
to determine how much Theodoret, a Christian writer 
of the fourth and fifth centuries, knew about the 
Greek pagan writers in so far as one is able to 
judge by noting the writers referred to, the number 
of references made to each, the passages quoted, 
and the contents of each reference or quotation in 
the first six of his twelve sermons, entitled, 
"Graecarum Affectionum Curatio*"

Before considering the presentation of the 
matter, it would perhaps be well to first consider 
what has been taken as a single reference, be
cause, not infrequently, a writer is referred to♦
more than once in a few lines* If all citations 
have been made in regard to a single theme, they 
have been considered as one reference* But if 
they concern different themes, as for example, 
the enumeration of philosophical opinions, they * 
have been regarded as several references* For 
this reason there may be two or more numbers 
placed among the references of various writers 
which are identical and seem to indicate the
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same reference*
In regard to the presentation of the 

matter, the writer has set aside a short intro
ductory chapter on Theodoret’s life, and works, 
and the contents of the sermons* The writers 
themselves have been classified according to i
ancient and epic, or lyric and iambic poets, 
dramatists, historians, aid philosophers, and a 
separate chapter devoted to each group*

The material given about each author 
is that only which can be obtained from the 
references in the fir4st six sermons* The object 
in each instance has been to treat each as com
pletely as possible, and when direct quotations 
have not been used in^giving the subatance of a 
reference an endeavor has been made to keep the 
phrases used by Theodoret*

The matter occasionally presented in 
the foot-notes is not from the sermons* but from 
references on Greek literature*

4

Then in a concluding chapter, various
speculations on Theodoret’s knowledge of the Greek

\
pagan writers, how much of them he read, and whence 
he obtained his material, are set forth*
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INTRODUCTION

The following account of Theodoret’s
life and his Apologetical writings is given in
Shahan’s translation of Bardenhewer*s Patrology:

The Theodoret of Cyrus.
1. His Life.--This, the most learned

of the adversaries of Cyril was born at Antioch
about 386 (393?), and received his early training
in the monastic schools of that city. Chrysostom
arid Theodore of Mopsluestia were his masters,
Nestorius and John of Antioch hjis fellow-students.
In 423, he was made bishop of Cyrus, a small town
of Syria about two days’ journey from Antioch,

>

but subject to the metropolitan of Hierapolis.
Cyrus was the capital of the territory of Cyrestica, 
a wild and mountainous, but thickly populated 
region. In this office Theodoret displayed tire
less zeal, also much generosity and self-sacrifice.
He v/as especially successful in restoring the 
unity of faith among his diocesans. He could , 
v/rite in 449 to Pope Leo; With the aid* of divine 
grace I have cleansed more than a thousand souls from 
the virus of Marcio and from the parity of Arius, and

vi



it was his interest in the purity of traditional 
doctrine that led him to enter the lists against 
Cyril and his anathematisms; he was himself 
deeply imbued with the theological ideas of 
the Antiochene school, and believed that the 
heresy of Apollinaris was lurking in the teach
ings of Cryil. He maintained these views even 
after the decisions of the Council of Ephesus 
and refused to give his adhesion to the terms of 
reconciliation between Cyril and the bishops of the 
East in 433. The Union-creed that Cyril then 
accepted was probably the error contained in his 
anathematisms; moreover, Theodoret was thereby 
strengthened in his refusal to condemn Nestorius, 
the friend of his youth. It was only in 435,

* l9f *apparently, that-'he joined the Union after John 
of Antioch had renounced his demand for a formal 
recognition of the condemnation of Nestorius.
During the later Monophysite controversies this 
attitude of Theodoret was the source to him of' . if
many and great sufferings. Eutyches, archimandrite 
of Constantinople, asserted that there was in 
Christ but one nature, not in the aense of one 
individual person, as Cyril had taught (#77,7),
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vili
but in the sense of a compound nature, in which 
both divinity and humanity had been fused together* 
Thereby Eutyches affirmed the contrary error or 
the opposite extreme to Nestorianism, and Dioscurus, 
patriarch of Alexandria, a rude and uncultured 
man, sympathized with the ideas of Eutyches; 
so at the Robber-Synod of Ephesus (449) Diocurus 
deposed, without a hearing, Theodoret and other 
friends of Hestorius. Theodoret appealed to ' 
Pope Leo, but was compelled to yield to Mono-
physite violence and to go into exile. In the

*

following year emperor Marcian recalled him and
i'Pope Leo re-instated him in his see. He assisted 

at the Council of Chalcedon (451) though Dioscurus 
and the Monophysites did their best to exclude 
him; this time he concurred in the anatheum 
against Mestprlus and was thoroughly rehabilitated. 
Thenceforth he lived in peace, concerned only with 
the business of his diocese and his literary 
labors. He died (458) in communion with the 
Church. *

2. Apologetic Writings.—  Theodoret 
Is the author of the last and most perfect of 
the early Graeco-Christian apologies. It is 
entitled, Healing of the heathen ailments, or



knowledge of the Gospel truth by way of Hellenic 
philosophy, known also as Graecarum affectionum 
curatio. The preface shows that this title is 
original; the second half of the title indicated 
the plan and the spirit of the work* He begins 
(book 1) by the explanation and refutation of the 
heathen objection that the apostles were not 
men of scientific culture; thereupon he compares 
(books 2-12) the answers given respectively by 
Christians and heathens to various fundamental 
questions of philosophy and theology, origin of
the world, world of spirits, matter and cosmos,i
nature of man, etc. In this way the light of 
truth shines with an enhanced splendor in con
trast to the darkness of falsehood. In this

* \  *♦work he made large use of all preceding apologies, 
especially the "Stromata" of Clement of Alexandria 
of the "Evangelical Preparation" of Eusebius of 
Caesarea. It was composed, according to Grainier,
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in 427. . / 
Since this passage from the "Patrology"

does not mention each of the first six sermons
separately, the following might be added. In the
first sermon "Concerning Faith", Theodoret
discusses the Christian faith and defends the
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apostles against charges of ignorance. In the 
second "Concerning the Beginning", he brings forth 
opinions of the Greek writers and compares them 
with those of the followers of Moses, showing 
the falsity of the one and the truth of the other. 
The third "Concerning the Angels, Those Who are 
Called Gods, and the Evil Spirits" treats the 
Greek concepts of gods and spirits as set forth 
by their writers and shows them to be false. In 
the fourth "Concerning Matter and the Universe", 
the opinions of the Greeks are stated and the• • -1'4’
Christian opinions are shown to be the more

y
reasonable. In the fifth, "Concerning the Nature 
of Man", he follows the same procedure as in 
the former. In the sixth "Concerning Providence", 
Theodoret speaks of God and the things created 
by God, refuting the impiety of Diagoras, the 
blasphemy of Epicurus, and the opinion of Aristotle, 
and compares the opinions of Plato and Plotinus,

Jf
then shows the Christian view-point.

A more complete incite into the matter 
covered by the sermons will be revealed in the 
material given under the separate authors.



CHAPTER I
ANCIENT AND EPIC POETS

ORPHEUS In 841 A-D, Theodoret mentions five
persons, of whom he speaks as the most ancient

of the poets. One of these, Orpheus, he cites
ten times in his first six sermons, giving five

( 1 )
quotations ascribed to him. These quotations 
vary from one to thirteen verses.

In speaking of Orpheus, Theodoret states
V

that he is one generation older than the Trojan
heroes because he sailed as a companion to Jason,

( 2 )
and is the first of the poets. Using the "lyrei
and notes, he charmed' the fishes, constraining 1 2
(1) There is no certain evidence that Orpheus ever 
lived. The poems were probably written by some
one else and became ascribed to him in time.

In speaking>of Orpheus, Jebb states in his 
"Greek Literature" that "Poetry of a mystic 
character forms a special province of the later 
Greek verse. The Argonautiea (which must be dis
tinguished from the poem of Apollonius Rhodius) 
is an epic in 1584 lines, written probably in 
Egypt before 400 A.D., and treating select 
incidents in the voyage of Jason. Orpheus, bard, 
prophet, and enchanter, is the central figux-e: 
his mysterious power over the world of gods, 
spirits, and men is the central motive of the
whole. ----  The eighty-seven Hymns, sometimes
styled ‘Orphic’, can have nothing in common with 
the Orphic hymns which old Greek wrriters mention 
in connexion with an Orphic ritual". —  Jebb:
Greek Literature, p.159.
(2) 841 A, T t t p i '■

1



2
them to follow after the harmony of the sound,

(3)
filling the number of Argonauts"*

In addition to being a poet and musician,
Orpheus seems to have been something of a prophet,
spreading certain religious doctrines and practices*
Theodoret states that he gave certain rites and(4)
ceremonies, that he taught uhese rites in Egypt,
then brought them into Greece and introduced

( 5 )them at the festival of Dionysius* Also he
taught the Greeks the accomplishments of the

A (6) |Egyptians*
Most of the quotations are of a religious 

nature* In two quotations, given one right after 
the other, Orpheus speaks of the powers and per
fections of God, who "accomplishes all things
alone, and, residing in heaven, beholds the whole

<7>„world* Elsewhere he calls the earth Demeter, being
the mother and nourisher of all things living upon
(Ö)
it.

(9)A quotation mentioned twice b^ Theodoret 
states that he will sing to whom it is lawful*
References: ,

irc/i TTi fTtwi: 796 B, 813 A, 821 A, 821 B; 
TC& pi 856 B, 841 A, 856 A; Tift' t y f t X v v :

(3) 872 A, 11tfi
(4) 796 B, -rUfl lifTTiWi,
(5) 821 A, Trirrfû S*
(6) 856 A, i s t f i

(7) 83b B ,  TSifi c(8) 876
(9) 813 

821
A*
B, TTfĉl'

Tr i f * i w s .
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872 A, 876 B, 880 A.
Quotations: ,

Títfiv TiíT4^¿: 813 A, 821 Bj T¿pí ¿ipk'íp: 
836 B, 836 Cj TTtficlffilvtrx 880 A. ; ’ A

( 10)PHILAMMON The lone reference made to Philammon
cites him as an ancient poet, who flourished

in Trojan times*
Reference:

T t f i  k f f f i t  841 B.
Quotation:

Hone*

THAMYRIS (IlfThamyris is referred to only once,
and then along with Philammon as an ancient

xpoet who flourished in Trojan times*
Reference:

TTipi 841 B.
*

These, too, are mythological figures,LINUS AND 
MUSAEUS'4

"but are cited as poets flourishing in Trojan
times*
Reference:

T T t p i ' 841 B.
Quotation:

None. 10 11 12 13
(10) Today he is regarded as a mythological figure*
(11) Cf. Bulfinch:Golden Age of Myth and Legend, p*243*(12) Ibid. \
(13) Ibid, p.244*



EPIC POETS

HOMER The foremost of the epic poets, Homer, 
is mentioned fifteen times and quoted five 

times* But neither in referring to Homer nor in 
quoting him, does Theodoret speak of the Iliad or 
the Odyssey* All that one can determine is that 
Homer wrote about gods and heroes, and their 
place in the world.

In a chronological reference to Homer,
the author of the sermons says that "Moses was

< f.
more than a thousand years older than those who 
are indeed the most ancient of poets, and after
,, _ i'these Homer and Hesiod were born who preceded
Thales and the other philosophers by many years,

(14)
and other philosophers followed Thales". Again,
, • >he mentions that Homer‘and Hesiod flourished long
after Trojan times, and that Moses preceded

(15)Trojan times by more than a thousand years*
Like Plato in the "Republic", Theodoret 

is by no means enthusiastic about Homer on account
i

of his pronouncements concerning the gods* He 
asks,"lhat poetry is sweeter or more pleasant 
than Homers?" Then he adds, "Yet Plato says he
(14) 841 C, H t f l oipirhs,
(15) 841 A, Ttpi' c^*Js*

4



must be rejected from the Ideal state because he 
blasphemes the gods, corrupts the youth, teaches 
them how to blaspheme, Imbues their minds with crim-

5

inal thoughts, and teaches corrupt and harmful
discipline“• Furthermore, Homer is accused 
with Hesiod because he ignores a Maker of the
whole world. He calls Oeeanus the father of the
gods and Tethyus the mother. A later reference to 
this same passage states, "For Thales, the most
ancient of those who are called the seven wise•* t.
men, thought the beginning of all things to be

*

water, having followed Homer, as I think, who

•Oeeanus the father of the gods, and 
Tethyus the mother*“• (19)

Homer «speaks of many ranks of gods and
( 20 )

that they are slaves of human sufferings, and
attributes evils to them. Especially mentioned
among the evils are the illegitimate -unions such

( 21)
as that of Zeus with his sister Hera. On this 
point, a passage from the second book of Plato's '
“Republic” is given quoting Homer to the effect 
that the gods are the cause of evil as well as

(16)

(17)
(18)

said:



( 2 2 )
good.

6

We find further that the gods are
immortals who do not eat food nor drink spark- 

(25)
ling wine, and that they rejoice over burnt

(24)offerings and sacrifices.
In another passage, this ancient

poet is praised because he says that '’many
masters are hardly a good thing: let there

(25)
be one lord and master”.

(26)He refers to man as feeble and wretched, 
* 1 (27)and is cited as a Greek who praised foreigners.

References:
828 B-G, 836 A, 836 A, 841 A, 

841 C; bjrlrtlwytl 861 C, 864 A, 881 A, 884 C-D,
893 B ;  Tttoi 928 B, 929 A, 936 D-937 A,
937 A, 945 A.
Quotations:

lit9C 828 B-C; TJXci ;U R l w , :
884 C-D; iXApi' 929 A, 936 D-937 A.

861 C,

HESIOD When Hesiod is mentioned, he is
frequently, though not always, mentioned 

along with Homer. In the first half of the 
sermons, he Is referred to seven times but is 4 
never quoted. Chronologically, he is put, with 
Homer, as born after the most ancient of the
(22) 936 D-937 A ,  TTi f i (25) 861 C, Trip)' k  M  ¿JW«
(23) 884 C-D, 7F£pi cW V t l w i / . (26) 928 B, TTfpt' ¿ v k i v s .
(24) 881 A, (27) 945 A, T f i v



poets, but many years before Thales and the other
(28)

philosophers.
Like Homer he is criticised for his

opinions concerning the gods. He ignores a Maker
(29)

of the universe, and says that it originated from(30)
chaos. He speaks of many ranks of gods, who show
certain weaknesses and are slaves of human

(31)
sufferings.

In another reference, Plato Is quoted,
saying that they sin most stupidly who maintain

■< I
that the gods are the cause of evils also, and
yet such things are found in Homer, Hesiod, and

(32)
even Aeschylus.

Divine Scripture, however, says Theodoret,
rejects the chaos of Hesiod as the origin of the 

( 33 )world. ■* *
No direct reference is made to any of 

Hesiod's works.
References:

, TTtpi' 836 A, 836 A,c,841 Cj Tifcpi
864 A, 872 D-873 AjIitpC 916 A-B;TUp» p\ITWii 937 A. '

Quotations:
None. 28 29 30 31 32 33

(28) 841 C, X tp i
(29) 836 A, U 4 1 *> *.
(30) 836 A, TTtW ̂ WFS;872 D-873 A
(31) 864 A, TTtU qh/kAwV.
(32) 937 A f i f t h ?  fiVlTivim
(33) 916 A-B, iWfi



CHAPTER II
LYRIC AND IAMBIC POETS

(34)
DIAGORAS OP Diagoras of Melos, mentioned along 
MELOS

with. Theodore of Cyrene and Evemerus of Tegea,(35)
is accused of atheism. "So anyone seeing the
agreement of the ancient and new theologians will
admire the truth and will shun the Godlessness of
Diagoras of Melos, Theodore of Cyrene, and Evemerus
of Tegea. They state there is no God as Plutarch
(36)
says".* I

There are no quotations from Diagoras,
and the three references are made to his atheism.
References:  ̂ , /

TTfpi : 860 C; ir'cpi' w  Vvk': 864 A;
TT4pvv 057 A. r * *

Quotations:
None . . ̂

EPIMENIDES There is one reference made to
(37)

Epimenides. In speaking of the seven wise 
men, Theodoret says that "anciently there was

4much doubt about these. Some reckoned with these• /
Periander the Corinthian, others Epimenides the 54
(54) Poet, philosopher, and disciple of Democritus, 
who flourished about 425 B.C., and was banished 
from Athens because of his atheism.;
(35) 864 A, ,
(36) 860 C, -wipC ctprijS.
(37) Poet and propnet who flourished about 600 B.C.

8



(38)
Cretan,”etc*
Reference; ,

Tripl jfvctvtx 945 C.
Quotation:

None.

XENOPHANES To Xenophanes eight references are
made, and three passages from his works are

quoted. One of these states that he was a native
of Colophon, founder of the Eleatic sect, and(39)
the son of Orthomen.

A rather complete treatment is given of
his philosophical opinions. He held the universe
to be one, spherical, and finished, not evolved,
but eternal and wholly immovable. But later,
"having forgotten this utterance',' as Theodoret
states, "he saysthat all things came from the*
earth. This is his verse:

•Prom the earth all these things are, 
and in the earth all end’", (40)

In short, the universe is everlasting and everything
(41)

is from the earth. The stars are composed of fiery. 4

clouds, extinguished by day, and lighting up
(42)

again at night just as hot coals. The sun and the
(43)

moon are fiery clouds. He sides with those who
(38) 945 C, f ivrtv i , ,
(39) 900 C, Trip»' V i * * '
(40) Ibid. 1 . . ^
(41) 828 D, m i
(42) 904 C, W tff t  W

(43) Ibid.



consider the world finite and many.( 44)
10

Concerning human ideas of the gods,
Xenophanes says that if oxen and elephants had
hands and could write, they would form ideas of

(45)the gods like to oxen and elephants.
In quoting Xenophanes, Theodoret does

not mention the title of any of his poems.
References:  ̂ f

a Txtrpl 'tPXV** 828 D; k f - f t y w : 885 A-B;vUS: 900 C, 900 D, 904 C, 904 C, 904 Aj 
j s & t vi: 948 A. r

AQuotations: f t/
t r W :  885 A-B; l i t f ?  vAtjS: 900 C.

THEOGNIS Theognis Is cited twice and a
quotation given in each instance. One of

these states that he is a Sicilian poet, praising
the fostering of y£aith 4in these words:

”ln harsh dissension, 0 Cyrne, a man's 
faith is equal in value to gold and silver”• (46)

Again, he is mentioned as a Sicilian of
Megara saying that ”the best of all things is not
produced by those of the earth nor do they look
on the rays of the sun; being produced, how

(47)„
swiftly they pass the gates of Hades.
References: , \ /
________ -K iy t TnrAtf*: 809 A; Tiip: 928 B. 44 * 46 47
(44) 885 A-B, IT*«
(45 ) 904 A,
(46) 809 A, Trtpi' m'srrt^.
(47) 928 B, TTtpi' jiVU-VS*

V
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Quotations:

Ibid.

SOLON Solon is referred to twice, each, reference 
containing a quotation. In one instance, he 

is used to show the necessity of faith; in the 
other he hints that every man must die, no matter 
how successful or wealthy. In regard to the first, 
Theodoret says,"Nor without faith can the intellect 
see those things which must be understood. This
Solon hints at:•* I.

’To perceive the unseen is a most 
difficult measure of judgement which alone 
holds every end’". (48)

i'The other is the well known reference to the 
history of Herodotus where Solon says to King 
Croesus:

*>
"0 Croesus, £here is a calamity for every man". (49)

References: f ,
TTi TTikfii 809 C; n i f f  pvri¥J : 928 B.

Quotations:
Ibid.

PINDAR The same number of references are made 
to Pindar as to Solon, and likewise they are 

accompanied by quotations. In one,\Pindar asks, 
"is not the ancient word open to ail?* In the
(48) 809 G, TTifli' lTtjrTLvS*
(49) 928 B, TTijpi Jim*»« (50) 821 A, T U ft Tnmutf#



other, the speaker states that "Even the Theban 
Pindar, strengthened by the decrees of fate and 
fortune, teaches the ignorant the omnipotent 
virtue of God:

’God has the power) he says,'to set free 
pure light from the black nightj the pure 
flame of day, covered by clouded blackness'(51)

References: r ,
're¿pi' T i m v i i  821 A; iripiv fl'pev'c tu;

964 B. 1 ' '

Quotations:
Ibid. i

BACCHYLIDES Bacchylides is one of the few lyric
poets of whose poems a title is given. The

lone reference to this poet is made to the “Paeans".
The passage quoted reads:

“For it is not easy to find the doors 
to mysterious words”. (52)

Reference:
itsjri' m a r t w i :  812 A.

Quotation:
Ibid.

12

ASCRAEUS Of the two references to this poet,. 4

one is accompanied by two quotations, the 
other by none. The passages quoted are familiar 
proverbs of today. Theodoret asks,. ”Do you recall 
the advice of the poet Ascraeus:
(51) 964 B, re*plv TTeOVOlQi.
(52) 812 A, T F L f l w C r T i V * ,



'Do not put off -until later}
and to attend sharply to another opinion of this
same poet, agreeing with the one uttered:

*A lazy man is always struggling against ruin'”• (53)
In the other citation, the author of

the sermons states that the youths know the i
theogony of the poet Ascraeus, which one may 
construe to mean either that Ascraeus was at
that time one of the poets read in the class-♦
rocfoi, or that he was a familiar poet of the 
children*
References:  ̂ /

886 A> p u r t v u 9 2 5 c*
Quotations: ,

K l f l  925 c.

ALCMAN No quotations from Aleman are given,
hut there are two references. One states

that Aleman was a Croton, son of Pirithius, and
is reported to have been the first to have

(54) *written concerning the nature of things. The
other is made to Aleman's opinion about the soul,-

(55)that it is self-moving.
References: / \ /

Tttpiv 796 Dj TIT¿piv pufLV*: 929 B. 53 54

(53) 925 C,TitPlv p \ 'r tv j . (55) 929 B, TTLpi t fVfWS
(54) 796 D, I Vt f f  i r i f T t u i ,



Quotations:None*

BION While considering humor and laughter,
Bion is cited once and quoted. The quotation:

"What is unusual if the mouse, not 
having anything to eat, nibbles the sack?"

and Theodoret goes on to say, "It would be
especially unusual if, as Arcesilaus says, the 

(55)
sack ate the mouse."
Reference: /

tT i p i  Tpa v o i i S p 961 B.
Quotation:

Ibid.

i
TIMON In the lone•reference made to Timon, 

a poet who flourished about 280 B.C., we
learn that he was of Philius and a companion of

*>Pyrrho, and that he wrote a collection of verse
entitled, "Silloi", criticising philosophical
schools. The passage quoted is the following:

"Hard-hearted men, reproaches bitter 
as the stomach, you wander about from 
strife and word-battles; men, bags full of 
vain thoughts." (56)

4
Theodoret states further that Timon

again and again accuses the ancient philosophers
\

in this manner. His reason for mentioning Timon
(55) 961 B, TTipi rrpcv<i\ciS.
(56) 832 C-D—  833 A, m p f



is to show that Plato is not the only one who 
accused the ancient Greek philosophers.
Reference;

Trtpi' <4A|fVi: 852 C-D--833 A.
Quotation;

Ibid.

15
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CHAPTER III
COMIC AND TRAGIC POETS 

Comic Poets

PHILEMON The reference made to Philemon is
accompanied by two quotations. One of these

(57)
ridicules those who think Fortune to he a god,
and the other, those who believe in birds and 

(57) 
omens.
Reference:

TT£.pj' l T p e P C i A f t 960 D-961 A*
Quotation:
‘ ‘ Ibid.

DIPHILUS In speaking of the judgement of God, 
Theodoret, citing a Greek comic poet who has 

referred to it, states, '"The comic Diphilus, 
having brought t‘#ue philosophy into his comedy, 
says these things:

’Do you think that the mortals, 0 Nicerate, 
having shared in every pleasure in life 
escape God unnoticed? He is the Eye of 
Justice, who sees all things. And indeed 
after death we believe there are two ways, 
one for the just, the other for the evil’.

And a little while after:
’You should by no means be led astray; 

for there is the judgement of death as 
God shall be the Lord of all things’”• (58) * 57 58.. 1 ' 'u

(57) 960 D-961 A, Kf>9VQl<AS*
(58) 961 D-964 A, 7T£ f> iv rrf>o jr ci*

16
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Reference: f

TUpiv KP6 YC j ' i i  : 961 D-964 A.
Quotations:

Ibid.

EPICHARMUS This poet seems to have been the
more popular with Theodoret, or else the more 

Christian in his philosophy, for he has receivedi
three references and as many quotations, which
is a greater consideration than that given to any
of the other comic poets.

"*■ 4 Epicharmus was probably a philosopher
as well as a playwright for the „author refers to

(59)
him in one instance as "Epicharmus the Pythagorean".

It is interesting to note that he too
seems to have something of the Christian concept

, of God and the Judgement, for thus Theodoret
speaks, "And the Pythagorean Epicharmus knowing
these things wisely commands one to despise all
these things, and exhorts him to fear the One who
looks after all things. He speaks thus;

’Nothing escapes God. It is necessary * 
that you know this. He Himself is our 
guardian, nothing is impossible for God’". (59)

References: , > /
jl i p ?  iri rTt-vSi 812 C, 813 G; ir£ft /rptf*«WS: 

961 D. - , ’

Quotations: 59
_________Ibid.
(59) 961 D, wtpiv ev« /<ts.
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MENANDER To Menander, one of the chief ex

ponents of New Comedy, Theodoret makes 
only one reference, and that coming in the 
sixth sermon. With it, however, a passage from
the "Desidaemone" is quoted, ridiculing those

(60)
who observe omens.
Reference: f

ir t f i y rr(>{>Yoi<ui 961 A,
Quotation:

Ibid.
(60) 961 A, r r p e r e U i .

< I

*

s

• ̂



Tragic Poets

EURIPIDES Only two of the tragic poets are
referred to, and of these, Euripides is the

more popular. To him, eight references are made,
and from his works, seven passages are quoted.

(61)
One quotation is cited from the ”Oenomaus”, three

(62)
from the HPhoenissisn, and the remaining are not 
identified.

Moat of the quotations are of a philo
sophical nature. They variously state that 

< K (63)
we conclude the hidden from the known, that there

(64) *
is no wisdom in an unjust word, that the sun and

(65)
the moon are slaves of mortals, and that God

( 6 6 )
assists those who labor. Another refers to 
(67)

funerals, and another to Helen, Ba notorious and
very great adulteress”*, being led up into

( 6 8 )
heaven, showing that the Greek gods and goddesses 
were not always persons of good reputation. 
Referencess /

,  T l t pi  T l i T T U P i i 813 B, 813 B, 813 B; Tri p?  
872 Bj 912 B; irrp iv ¿UtTiVS:

928 B; ~wifns f r pe t Q i l i :  989 C, 989 C. / 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68
(61) 989 C, Tw 4 pi1 TCovMAS# v u
(62) 813 B, TTfi-pl' 912 B, Tri.pl 989 C,

'TTfi.pi' TTfClfrHAfi»
(63) 989 C, irfi.pi' irpoviiAA’.
(64) 813 B, 7r»pi 7T,i _
(65) 912 B, Htpi' VisijS.
(66) 813 B, TVi-flC TrC^Ti^.
(67) 928 B, TTfi.pl
(68) 872 B, TrTplV

19
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Quotations:
U  TT<.fk Tv i vTi - WS: 813 B, 813 B, 813 B̂ irt/P»'

912 B; TrL f i  f f t i r t v i i 928 B; ir£fiiv rt* crciis: 
989 C, 989 C.

AESCHYLUS Two references are made to Aeschylus,
one of them containing a quotation* In the

passage quoted Aeschylus commands one not to "seek
(69)

in vain those things which are of no benefit”•
The other reference is to a quotation from Plato, 
in which he criticises this tragic poet* For,
after reproaching the poets for attributing evils

•< t.to gods, and quoting an example from Homer, Plato
states that "there are things of this nature

(70)
to be found in Homer, Hesiod, and even Aeschylus”*
References: c, ,Vipi iHi: 905 C; f lipiv ftviflVii 937 A*
Quotation: u
_______ TTHag VlkS'i 905 *0. 69 70
(69) 905 C, 7Ttplv
(70) 937 A, Uipiv 4 f a t » * *



CHAPTER IV
HISTORIANS AND BIOGRAPHERS

XENOPHON There are eleven references made
to Xenophon, and four quotations given.

Prom these, one may learn that he was an
Athenian, the son of Gryllus, and Socratic in

(71)
his philosophical tenets. Furthermore, he wrote
a hook, entitled "Commentaries", the subject
matter of which treats the opinions and contentions
of1 the philosophers.* It is mentioned in four of

(72)
the references, and in one instance two passages
are quoted, mentioning Anaxagoras and praising(73)
Socrates.

Xenophon’s "History” is not mentioned,
but there is a quotation from a letter of his to+
"the Socratic Aeschines”, speaking about the

(74)journey of Plato into Egypt and Sicily. Plato1s 
trouble with Dionysius is mentioned in this same 
reference* *

Once Xenophon is quoted on the point
4that there is a God, but of what form Me is,

(75)
that is hidden. In two other citations he is 71 72 73 *
(71) 812 A, Ti6/0iV KtfTikrt*
(72) 829 A, TTfcfii' 905 D -908 A-C, 908 C,
(73) 905 D-908' A-C,Vtct' Y ^ S .  (74) 833 B, TT
(75) 812 A, 7r{.piv ItC

908 C. wi V <.!fl
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mentioned as an authority by whom the Ignorance
(76)of conflicting philosophers may be shown. In

another, he is set forth as a Greek praising a
foreigner. Xenophon praises MCyrus, the father
of Cambyses, whose father was a Persian and his(77)
mother a Mede”.

At another time, Theodoret says that
Xenophon*s works, along with innumerable others,

(78)
cannot equal divine wisdom.
References: x

) n m ^ :  812 A; TTlpi 829 A,
833 B, 833 Cj Jtt/P 1 l^*i: 905 D-908 A-C, 908 C, 
908 C, 908 D; Yc.pl' 0(rftVS: 945 A, 953 C; Trip*' 'irpemt&s 984 B.
Quotations: y /

ct TT£i>i r i r r ^ i :  812 A ; T v tfi' kpni:  833 B ; 
Itipi V)h*t 905 D -9 0 8  A - C .
HERODOTUS Tw£ references are made to Herodotus

and a passage quoted. The quotation is
Herodotus* reproduction of the words of Solon
to King Croesus that for every man there is a(79)
misfortune. In the other reference, Theodoret

(80)
mentions that Herodotus calls Thales a Phoenician*

4.References: /  /
________ 7TUT¿ua: 796 D; 7t ipt  pU<TLV$i 928 B. 76 77 78 79 80
(76) 908 D, 7T£j VXki; 984 B, iTif lv lrpo\ C US .
(77) 945 A, T r i p : . ' ■ *
(78) 953 j tv rc v l ,
(79) 928 B, piifttvS,
(80) 796 D, 7T£.W
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Quotations: ^

JVtp pVITLMt 928 B.

*TIMAEUS Timaeus received the same consideration
as Herodotus. In one reference, he is set

forth as asserting that God is the Maker of all
(81)

things. In the other, he is spoken of as Timaeus
of Locrensis, and the following quoted:

"The beginning of all things is one 
and unbegotten; if it were begotten it 
was not yet the beginning, but that from
which it came was the beginning”. (82)* '

References: 1
Itipf 857 C, 860 A.

Quotation:
'V ip t  i p x f i t 857 C.

THEOPOMPUS The only reference made to
Theopompus is to the fact that he calls 

,*(83)Pythagoras a Tyrrhenian.
Reference: ,

irtpi' m r T t v t i 796 C-D.
Quotation:

None.

PLUTARCH Fifteen references are made to
Plutarch, and he is quoted three times.

From these references, one can learn that he is
(84) (85) ^

a native of Chaeronea in Boeotia, and that he 81 82 83
(81) 860 A, T (84) 860 A, n i p  »v »
(82) 857 C, 7r*bvv VjPfYW 880 A,(83) 796 C-D, irf pC'TTiVriWi• (85) 793 A,'ivtpiv tviTTi.u>i.
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wrote a "comparison of lives", collected opinions 

(67)of the philosophers, and has a book entitled "Con-
( 8 8 )

earning the Failure of Oracules"•

(86)

Most of the references to him have to
do with the existence of God. He speaks of men(89) (90)
who have been made gods, calls the earth Hera, states
that the Egyptians, Phoenicians, and Greeks
thought the moon, sun, and other elements their (91)first gods, urges one to seek the fountain from(92)
which spring a few of the divine streams, asserts '«■ *. (93)
that God is the Maker of all things, hearkens to(94)
the God-like Evangelists, and mentions that in 
Egypt, not only the Egyptians, but also the (95)
Hebrews, learned concerning the existence of God*

He is an authority for the statement
that Plato journeyed to‘Egypt just as Anaxagoras

(96)
and Pythagoras had done, and that Diagoras,(97)
Theodore of Cyrene, and Evemerus were atheists.
T? O 'PoT'fiTI r* n q •

nip»' 793 A; r r 833 B,
852 B, 852 C, 856 A, 857 D-860 A, 860 C, 860 A,
( 8 6 )
(87)
( 88)
(89)
(90)
(91)(92)
(93)

833 B, 7T4CI. ,
908 ̂D, 7TS.jp»' ¡/X*)*; 929 B, Tr tf> r p v r e v s; 856 A,
880 B-C, Trs.pi
Ibid. , ,
880 A, Tififl »'

K M869 B, TUpi
861 A, Trips' olfom.
860 A, 7rfcplv^0jpfS.

(94) 852 C «(PA'S*(95) 793 A ,  TTfcfilv T n T l4 V # *(96) 833 B ,  T r ip iv a lp JfJS *(97) 860 C,
864 A, irtpi'
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861 A^ TTtfi' 864 A, 869 B, 880 A, 880 B-C;
Txtpi" v^s: 908 D; ti e.ju' po'fiufn 929 B*
Quotations:

Trip i' 860 A; 7Ts.p£ 880 B-C.

DIODORAS Theodoret refers to Diodoras as 
Diodoras the Sicilian, and has spoken of 

him six times, four of these coming in one sermon,

Besides learning his nationality, one
can also learn the nature of some of his writings..♦ ■.
Intone instance, Theodoret says that he has written

(98)
a cosmogony, and in another he mentions the fourth

( * 9 )book of a nBibliotheca,, by Diodoras, in which hej
speaks of the healing powers of the physician 
Aesculapius.

The other references touch upon world
wide mythology. In one he is cited along with
Plutarch and Plato as stating that the Egyptians,
Phoenicians, and even the Greeks thought that
the sun, moon, earth, stars, and other elements

( 100)
were their first gods. In another, he states
that the Egyptians first called the sun and moon

( 101)
gods,--the sun being Osiris and the moon Isis.
At another time, in addition to the^e he mentions
Zeus as a spirit passing through all things,

( 102) 98 99 100Vulcan the fire, and Oceanus free moisture, and in
(98) 856 A, ]riPiv .
(99) 869 C-872 A, free* oUf(100) 869 B, Trfi.piv

(101) 864 A, ,
awv. (102) 876 o,*rrtpt



the remaining citation, he is mentioned as teach
ing in regard to the travels of certain mytholog
ical figures, and the transporting of religious
(103) 

rites*
References: /

T i m m :  796 B; Trtpi 856 A;
7Uplv 864 A, 869 B, 869 C-872 A, 876 C.
Quotations:

None*

DIONYSIUS The quotation accompanying the lone 
reference to Dionysius is from the flRoman

Antiquities” and refers to the Roman adoption*
of Greek mythology. In speaking of the turning

iof fahles of the poets into allegory and their 
admission by the Romans, Theodoret says, "Of 
which affair Dionysius of Halicarnaseus is a 
suitable witness, for tie has written these things 
about the Romans in his ’Roman Antiquities’*
For neither is Uranus spoken of by the Romans 
as being cut down by his children, nor Chronos 
suppressing the descendants of himself through 
fear of an attack from these, nor Zeus over
throwing the power of Chronos and casting his 
father into prison. Certain other qeremonies and 
things of the mythology of the Greeks are said 103
(103) 796 B,



(104)
to be rejected by the Romans”. 
Referencei

Ttipi' 876 C-D--877 A.
Quotation:

Ibid.

MANETHO Manetho is cited with Diodoras as 
stating that ”the Egyptians say that Isis iand Osiris are the sun and moon, Zeus a spirit

passing through all things, Vulcan the fire,
(105)

and Oceanus free moisture”*
Reference: $

tt4pu 876 G%

Quotation:
None. i

ARISTARCHUS This man is mentioned as an
> authority for the statement that Pythagoras 

was a Tyrrhenian. Tha»t is the only reference to 
him.
Reference: /

TTi HT£Wi>t 796 C-D.
Quotation:

None.

ARISTOXENUS Aristoxenus is likewise cited as
an authority for the statement that Pythagoras 

was a Tyrrhenian, and there are no‘'other references 
to him._________
(104) 876 C-D— 877 A, TT£p»v
(105) 876 C,Tv*pi J 0
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Reference: ,

TStyi T n rrev s : 796 C.
Quotation:

None.

NEANTHES Contrary to the assertions of the
two preceding writers, Neanthes states that 

Pythagoras was a Tyrian. i
Reference: t

TT£pi' K i r T t v s i 796 C.

LEANDER He is cited with Herodotus as an
< authority for the statement that Thales was

a Phoenician. This is early in the first sermon,
and he is not mentioned again.
Reference: /

TT£pvv TTI <s~T£Uii: 796 D .

Quotation:
None. • ’* *

LONGINUS The quotation taken from Longinus
accuses Zeno and Cleanthes of "arguing so 

very insolently about the soul, saying that it is 
an exhalation of a solid body”.
Reference: /

933 A-B.
Quotation:

Ibid. {

AETIUS According to Theodoret, Aetius, along



with Plutarch, collected the opinions of the
philosophers*
Reference;

v t p i * 856 A*
Quotation:

None*
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CHAPTER V
ORATORS

Five of the Greek orators are mentioned, 
and four of them are quoted. They are:

ISOCRATES Theodoret, in stating that it is 
necessary to derive the known from the un

known, refers to Euripides, Hyperides, Isocrates, 
and Andocides. In regard to Isocrates, he says:

"And Isocrates (himself an orator of 
< reputation) spe&ks in agreement concerning 

these things. ’For it is necessary,' says 
he, 'to predict the future .from the past*"*

Reference: ^
TS-i.pi' Kpn\ioj*st ’989 D*

Quotation:
Ibid.

HYPERIDES "Hiarken*to Hyperides the orator", 
urges Theodoret, "saying,'It is necessary 

that those teaching seek the hidden things in 
signs and forms'".
Reference:

Tripi- T r ^ c r 989 C. *
Quotation:

Ibid.

ANDOCIDES Andocides was one of tl\e Ten Attic 
Orators. Theodoret says,"But Andocides 

himself, one from the ten orators, says, 'It is
30



necessary to use preceding signs in regard to
future affairs *n.
Reference; ^-rfSLpi 7T^«YOW5>: 989 D .
Quotation:

Ibid.

ANTIPHON In criticising those who believe in
omens, Theodoret quotes several Greek writers 

v/ho ridicule them. Among these is Antiphon with 
the following reference;

"Antiphon, to a certain one grieving 
and sorrowful because a sow had eaten her 
young, said, 1 Rejoice in this sign, that 
she, affected by hunger, did not eat your 
children'". s

Reference: x
961 A-B.

Quotation:
Ibid. • >

AESCHINES He is cited as the recipient of a 
letter from Xenophon, treating Plato's 

journey to Egypt and Sicily.
Reference:

TT4pC 833 B.
• ' 4Quotation:

None.

4



CHAPTER VI
PHILOSOPHERS

Fifty-one Greek philosophers are 
referred to by Theodoret in the first six sermons.

ACUSILAUS In speaking of the dissension
concerning the seven wise men, Theodoret

(106)says that nothers mention the Argive Acusilaus"
as one of them.
References f

* '»Tips' /V(Ti<u4a'*-945 C.
Quotations

None.
s'

ARCESILAUS There are two references to
Arcesilaus. In one, Theodoret asks who(107)

Arcesilaus left» #.s his^successor, having in mind
Moses and his successors. In the other, he is
mentioned in connection with the quotation from
Bion, saying that it would be more extraordinary

(107)if the sack ate the mouse. *

Referencess , 1
Trips' f a r m s s 948 B; urtp»' Wf>e*o i * $ s 961 B.

Quotationss 
______  None. 106 107
(106) Born at Patane, Aeolis, 516 B.C„--founded the 
Middle Academy, studied under Theophrastus, and 
was opposed to Stoic philosophy. He died in 241.
(107) 961 B, >rĉ vv inpdVi'iali. See also Bion, p.
14 of this thesis.
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CLEANTHTJS In one reference, his opinion that
(108)

the world is cone-shaped is set forth. In
the other, he is cited along with Zeno by Longinus
and accused of arguing "so very insolently about

(109)the soul”•
References: c/ f

904 G; 7r<fptv ptrgvsx 933 A.
Quotations:

None.

CLEARGHTJS Clearchus asserts that the soul
■ 4 is a harmony of *the four elements.

Reference:
tT tf t  fiv&ws: 929 B.

Quotation:
None.

EVEMERUS Evemerus was an atheist and a native
*of Tegea. Theodordt at one time speaks of

(no)the impiety of Evemerus, and, at another, states 
on the authority of Plutarch that Evemerus

(HI)absolutely denies the existence of God.
4References: J ,

cû r*^: 860 C; irtpi c 864 A. ,
Quotation:

None.

HIPPASUS_____The three references to gippasus
(108) 904 C, TitpC ViVS. (HO) 860 C, UrifC cjolffc
(109) 933 A, TStpi' pitf t v 5. (Ill) 864 A, K tpl  o i l u *
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mention his philosophical opinions. He attributed.

( 112)the beginning of all things to fire, asserted
that the universe was one, immovable, and finite,

(113)
having taken its origin from fire, and he calls(114)
the substance of which the mind is made fiery.

He was a native of Metapontinus.
References: c/ >

f I f  ip i *£>*?>: 828 D; rtf Pi 901 C; TYfll
fortV St 929 b -c ;
Quotations:

Hone.
< t

METRODORUS Metrodorus, a native of Chius,«ftheld that the sun and moon were stony,
(115)

fiery masses, that insensible atoms and emptiness
(116)were the beginning of all things, and what amounts

to about the same thing, that that of which all
* ̂things take their origin is indivisable and

(117)
empty. With Zeno and Diogenes, he set forth

(118)
various beginnings of all things.
References: } ^

cUMS: 829 A; litQl 901 A,
901 C, 904 D,
Quotations:

None.

0EN0MAUS 
THE CYNIC 
( ll2 ) 828 D, 7t4/£U 
(113) 901 C, li ¿'pi

Three passages are quoted from the
(116) 901 C, y t y t *

_____ ______  -, v ( H 7 ) 901 a , t t 4 >i'(114) 929 B-C, 7U f i .  t fv rW è . (118) 829 A, 1Tipi olpVÌS.
(115) 904 D, ! "

».



”Praestigiatorum Indaginem" of this philosopher, 
criticising certain philosophers for their 
beliefs concerning the gods as dispensers of 
evil. Those in particular, at whom he is angered, 
are Pythius, Democritus, and Chrysippus.
Reference:

7ri>c>yijqi£: 957 b-d .
Quotation:

Ibid.

MELISSUS Melissus was the son of Ithagenes, 
a Melesian, arid a companion of Parmenides.

He agreed with Parmenides that,the cause of all 
things is not only earth but fire, but disagreed 
with him in that he held the world to be infinite

(119)while Parmenides held it to be finite. With
Plato, Aristotle, and others, he maintained

( 120)
that the world is one.
References: a

Trip:' V^Ss 901 A, 904 A.
Quotations:

None •

PERIANDER He was named by some as one of the 
seven wise men.

Reference: , \
TTipl 945 C. „ 119 120

(119) 901 A, T U f î J>*S.
(120) 904 A, 7F£)pi'
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Quotation;

None,

STRATON Straton asserts that the intellectual
( 121)faculty is located between the brows, and

contrary to the tenets of the Stoics, he asserts
that outside the universe nothing can be emptiness,

( 122)within the universe it can be*
References: c, ,

7r*piv VA*|$S 904 A; TTf̂ lv ytHTLVS: 932 B.
Quotations:

Hone. I
THEODORE He is cited with Diagoras andOF CYREHE

Evemerus as an atheist. At one time,
Theodoret, on the authority of Plutarch, says that

(123)
Theodore denies absolutely the existence of gods,

(124)
and at another,. |ie refers to his impiety.

860 C; T i p l t y j J l W i  864 A.
Quotations:

None.

ZENO THE Theodoret refers to both Zenos, the 
STOIC

one he calls the Cittiensien, son of Mnaaeius,
auditor of Cratetus, and founder of the Stoic

(126)
sect; the other is Zeno of Elea. {

Zeno the Stoic said that God and matter 121 122 123 *
B, Trfcfi (124)
A, TTUU' WI|J. (125)
A, (126)

(121) 932
(122) 904
(123) 864 A, I f t ' f i 'H U i
sect, and disciple or Parmenides.

860 C,
901 c, "rip Wtyi. 
Founder or Eleatic
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were the beginning of all things. In his "De
República", he forbids temples to be built and
statues to be made because the type of work(128)
worthy of God is not available. He asserted(129)
further that the universe is one and that the
force setting it in motion was chance which(130)

(127)

he calls "Providence" or "Nature".
He is accused by Longinus of arguing

(131)
so very insolently about the soul.
References: . « a7 i  f r i t I h V i  885 B ; ircp*K î >A>t* ï  901 G , 904 A ï Trié?'  p Q i T t o i  932 D -9 3 3  A , 933 A ; iv - n p O U J t S x  960 B - C .
Quotations: *

None.

ZENO OP One reference is made to Zeno of 
ELEA Elea, and that stating that he, with Metro-
dorus and Diogenes, asserted various beginnings
of things.
Reference:

TT 829 A.
Quotation:

None.

THALES There are ten references to Thales, 
from which one can learn something about(127) 901 C ,  Trti>iv v b u s .(128) 885 B ,  J t l f ï h Ù & W »(129) 904 A , ÏÏLf)iy V A » . (130) 960 B - C ,(131) 933 A , i r t p i
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him and his philosophical opinions*

He was not a Greek; some say he was a
Milesian; Leander and Herodotus call him a

(132)Phoenician. He was the most ancient of those
who are called the seven wise men, and thought(133)
that water was the beginning of all things.

According to some of his other opinions,(134)
the world is changeable, alterable, and flowing,

(135)
the stars are earth-like and fiery, the sun and

(136)
moon are made from terrestrial material, the

(137)*
moon is earth-like, the soul has an immovable

(138) (139),
nature, and the universe is one.

iAfter Thales, who lived many years 
(140)

after Homer and Hesiod, had died, Anaximander
(141)

professed doctrines opposed to his.
• * References: * „Trici) 7rnrTitvii 796 C-D; ttép»v d/PMS:

828 C, 841 C; TTipP Vfail 901 C, 904 A , 7 904 B,
904 D, 905 A; TTfcp*' pKTttoSi 929 B, 940 C.
Quotations:

Hone.

THEOPHRASTUS His works, along with innumerable
others collectively, are not great in com- 

parison to divine works because the human mind
(132) 796 C-D, jrtpJ WsJféMfi,
(133) 828 0, 7Tlf\
(134) 901 c , m U  y t y s .
(135) 904 B, Jig-'oi
(136) 904 D, 7rl'pi V fai .

(137) 905 k,TV£pl
(138) 929 B, T rtfCjfofiU t*
(139) 904 A, Tttp?
(140 ) 841 c,mpiv
(141) 940 C, TTlfiy p v t i v i .
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cannot approach divine wisdom.
Reference: ,

7r tp i  jilireioS: 953 G.
Quotation:

None.

SOCRATES Nineteen references are made to
Socrates. In one, Socrates, son of 

Sophroniscus, foremost of philosophers, is set 
forth as asserting that he who cannot learn some
thing useful even from a woman is unworthy of 

* (142) fphilosophy. Concerning his labors in a quarry, 
Porphyry says that Socrates was praised and 
ridiculed by many eloquent men on account of his 
work with his father in a quarry. If he worked
more than a little while this would be an impedi-

* % * ment to wisdom; if he as a sculpturer, he con
sidered it an honest art. Theodoret says concerning 
his work in a quarry that perhaps he may have 
pursued that occupation the first years of his life,

4but later, seized by a love of poets and orators,(143)
he gave himself to the study of letters.

Furthermore, Porphyry says that Socrates, 
when he was a youth declining into insolence, 
put away these impressions and learned those of
(142) 793 C, 7r t f i  TT\rri'*&,
(143) 797 A-B, h U t I uS.



40(144)
philosophy. Again one reads that Socrates,
considering vain labors, embraced moral issues,
biding farewell to those discussing heavenly(145)
bodies and the nature of things.

Other references mention that he con
tinues to ridicule those who profess to know those(146)
things to which the human genius cannot attain,
that he with plato reproaches those philosophers(147)
contending with one another, that he commands
one to drive out the mob of false gods, and to ■•*; | (148)
adore and fear only the Moderator of all things,(149)
that the intellect is divine-like, and that
the wicked are punished in the lower world and (150)
the pious honored.

Three references are made to the hem
lock and the death of Socrates. One is a quotation 
from the "Apology", showing Socrates discussing
Providence, and not fearing death in very grave(151)
dangers. Another asserts that he did not flee the(152)
hemlock, for what misfortune would he suffer?

/And in the third, Theodoret says that Plato by
no means forbids these things to be done, fearing,

Ywf
> Y * m s -(147) 832 A , 'd fX h , 148(148) 837

(144) 897 C ,lT £(145) 905 C ,7 t t(146) 829 A , 7Tfe, (149) 937 C ,(150 ) 808 d ,  TreW  m w s .(151) 975“ C , Tfm 'TJT/Sfijm **(152) 841 c ,



as it seems, the Athenian health drink, and
(153)

dreading the extended hemlock of Socrates.
In two instances, Socrates is praised.

Once he is mentioned with Xenophon as the most
(154)

excellent of the Greeks, and again three passages
are quoted from Xenophon, praising Socrates
because no one has seen him doing anything impious

(155)
and crinimal, nor heard him speaking thus.

When Plato made his journey, Egypt and
(156)

Sicily were not firm in the discipline of Socrates.
< I

The following human associations of
Socrates are mentioned: he was a friend of Antis-(157) (158)
thenes, an auditor of.Archelaus, and by conversing
with Archelaus and Anaxagoras he learned those

(159)
things which he taught concerning God.

* * References: *
TTipi' TTlFTtVi: 793 C, 797 A-B, 808 D;

829 A, 832 A, 833 B, 833 C, 837 B-C,
837 C/841 C. 841 C; TTfefl * W :  877 G, 885 G,
897 C; t t C V 905 C, 908yA-C, 908 C; TTtpf 
ftfoiOSt 937 C, 949 C; TTtpl W/PC\/ndSi 975 C.
Quotations:

None.

SPEUSIPPUS
(160)

Whom did Speusippus leave as a
successor of his sect?

(153) 885 C, -[Tipi
(154) 908 C, 7r£hv W i .
(155) 908 A-C,
(156) 833 C,

(157) 877,C
(158) 833 B, T
(159) 841 C, W p t W x f i(160) A nephew of Plato

who succeeded him els' he ad of the Academy.
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Referencesj /

ßVfiUlSt 948 B.
Quotations

None.

PYTHAGORAS Pythagoras was the son of Mnes-
archus, a pupil of Pherecydes, and the leader 

(161)of the Italian sect. Also he was a contemporaryi
of Anaxagoras, but after his death his school
was taken over by his wife. Theano, and his two

(162)
sons, Telauges and Mnesarchus,

Concerning^his nationality, Aristoxenus,
Aristarchus, and Theopompus maintain that he was

(163)
a Tyrrhenian, but Neanthes calls him a Tyrian.

It is reported that Pythagoras under
went circumcision, it having been accepted from
the Egyptians, who in turn received it from the
(164)

Hebrews.
Twice a reference is made to the

(165)
marvelous wisdom of Pythagoras.

Theodoret refers to a Pythagorean 
silence. He urges his hearers to practice

4.Pythagorean silence and accommodate their ears 
with attention to his words that they might 
receive faithfully the things spoken*«, and thus
(161) 805 B-C, Trffl' (164) 793 B, >4 tfTiW*.
(162) 833 A-B, (165) 833 B-C, 834 C,
(163) 796 C-D, T t ' l 'm v U 7r t f l
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soon learn the truth, having In mind, no douht,
the command of Pythagoras to his pupils to listen
silently and attentively to his teachings for
five years that they may receive them without
douht and contention, and to demand a demonstration

(167)
for nothing Is more valid than the demonstration.

Theodoret sees in Pythagoras' teachings
certain Christian concepts, for he states that

(168)
from Pythagoras flows something divine, and, in 
attempting to show a continuous chain In 
philosophical thought from Moses, says that (169)
Pythagoras selected certain small lights of truth.

>
Also, he, along with Anaxagoras and Plato, collect-eed "riddles concerning God from the Egyptians

(170)
and Hebrews".

(166)

• > t
The soul Pythagoras calls "number",

(171) (172)
which is self-moving. It Is incorruptible. In
his doctrines concerning it he agrees with Plato,

(175)
but oppses Zeno and Cleanthes.

The mind is of two parts, one of these
having reason, the other without reason. The 170 171 172 *
(166)
(167)
(168) 
(169)

825 A, 'JU.pl Ti 
805 B-c,Tfep*\ n í m w í .  861 A, irlpV '•"‘x 
841 C, V

(170) 804 D, wipi Tv*<nre.u>s,
(171) 929 B, TTÍpr M M é .

(172) 952 B, TVÍpr ÚUUUiS.
(175) 955 B, lldpî /^<r£MT4.
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one without reason they divide again into two parts,(174)
one of which is anger, the other desire. That
part which is rational is incorruptible, that which

(175)
lacks reason is corruptible. The corruptible(176)
part is introduced from without.

Among his other opinions, he holds that(177)
the material world co-exists with God, that the(178) (179)
moon is a rocky body, that the universe is one,
that the material world is changeable, alterable, 

(180)and evolving, and that ‘’necessity1’ is embraced 4 (181) 1 
within the universe.

Altogether, there are twenty-four
ireferences made to Pythagoras.

References: v ,
TUp? KiTTiVit 793 B, 796 C-D, 804 D,

805 B-C, 82b A; flip »'cipjrSs: 833 A-B, 833 B-G,8 3 4 0, 841 C, 860 fc, 861 A; Trip? 901 C,
904 A, 905 B, 913 B; IT ip?  f t r w .  928 C, 929 B,
929 C, 932 B, 932 C, 933 B, 933 B, 948 B; 7 

960 B.
Quotations:None.

PHILOLAUS THE Three references are made to 
PYTHAGOREAN_____Philolaus, and a passage quoted. In the
(174) 929 C, n i p ?  pfilfCVS.
(175) 932 C,7T¿P»' fiVjT¿toS.
(176) 933 B, Hí'pi'
(177) 913 B, 1 U jMv

(178 ) 905 B, Tr¿Piv
(179) 904 A, Trip?
(180) 901 G, TTijpi'(181) 960*B, n t p f  TpoVti<Ai.
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quotation, Philolaus states that on account of
certain aids the soul is united with the body

(182)
just as if it were buried in a tomb* In another,
he asserts that the moon is like to glass,
receiving its reflecting light from the fire
in the world, and filtering out to us light and
(183)

heat* In the third reference, Theodoret asks
whom he left as a successor.
References: ^ /

m e i 1 Vjltfii 905 A; Wif>? p P ftv s i 928 G,
948 B. > *

Quotation;
None*

PHERECYDES Three references are also made
to Pherecydes the Syrian, whom some reckoned

(184)
as one of the s^ven wise men* He was a teacher

(185)' * uof Pythagoras, who did not hesitate to go about
Egypt, Thebes, Italy, and Sicily for the sake of
finding truth, although those nations are not
under the same ruler and have different customsd e e ) ,,
and laws* *

0S •
/ '/rip:' TiVrfws: 792 D-793 A, 796 C-Dj

945rC. 182 183 184
(182) 928 C, 7T£piv (185) 796 C-D,
(183) 905 A, rFm" (186) 792 D-793 A,
(184) 945 C, Trt'pi' 0vrtVi. TT»m4»i.

I
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Quotations:None.

PARMENIDES Parmenides, son of Pyrrhetis of
(187)

Elea, was an auditor and companion of
Xenophanes, and confirmed the opinions of his
(188)

teacher. The universe is one, spherical, finite;(189)
not begotten, but eternal and unchangeable.
On this point, Theodoret states that the following
verse is attributed to him:

•’Complete, pelf-generated and immovable, 
unbegotten”. (189)

Additional opinions were that the world
(190) (191)is one, the moon is composed of fire alone, the

(192)soul is fiery, and, with Epicurus, maintained
(193) • .

that it was located in the heart, and he called
the necessity which he thought to rule the world

(194)
"Spirit", "Justice", and "Providence".

Truth cannot be attained through the
intellect alone. Hence the unseen must be approach

(195)
ed with faith.

There are eleven references and three '
quotations. 187 188 189 190 191 192
(187)(188)
(189)
(190)
(191)
(192)

809
829
900
904
905 
929

B-C,
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Ro i*©3?©X10 © s •

T£jpi TriWfwJ: 809 B-C; Jttf tv 'ktliiSi 829 . 
857 D, 860 A; TT£(ßiv t̂ JIuS: 900 D-901 A, 904 A, 905 rr^i' p i r i u n  929 B-C, 932 B, 948 A; r t f  t  rrfo if o i*i: 
960 B.
Quotations:

' I t i - P i r i m w i i 809 B-Cj T t t f i  d,fJ(i]Si 
857 D; TTffr 900 D-901 A.

PHILO He translated Sanchoniathon’ s work
on Phoenician theology into the Greek tongue. 

Reference:
W S* 853 C-D.

Quotation:
None. 1

PYTHAGOREAN
NTJMENIUS

Six references are made to
iNumenius, and he is quoted twice. In one, 

Theodoret urges his hearers to believe in the
saying of Numenius,

* ̂"Who else it Plato than an Attic 
Moses?"

Furthermore, he points out that this writer has 
shown that the things which Plato has spoken(196)
piously, he has taken from the theology of Moses.

Numenius exhorts one to seek the fountain
(197) ,

from which the divine streams flow, states that 
it is not necessary to think that there was a
(196) 860 D,
(197) 861 A, irtpt "imfiU.



who was first, but it is necessary to think
that there was a first God who is the father of

(198)
the God Creator, and, like other members of the
Platonic sect, has written things similar to(199)
those of Plotinus about the three divine persons.
There are three parts of the soul he asserts. The
"Good" we call the Father, the "Mental" we call
the Word Son, and the "Spiritual", Sacred Scripture

(199)
calls the Holy Ghost.

< The soul df the "zealous" remains
incorruptible until the dissolution of all in
the fire, and that of the 'Ifrivolous" for a certain

( 200 ) 1
length of time.
R o ■f on pc*

r l f t f a t i j i i  852 A, 852 B, 852 B, 860 D,
861 A; 953 A.
Quotations: ,Trip t' /S: 852 A, 860 D.

GALEN The works of Galen and innumerable
others taken collectively would not equal

the divine for the human mind is not able to
approach divine wisdom.
Reference: (

-Ftp? 953 c. * 198 199 200
» -*> *(198) 852 A, 7Tifiv

(199) 852 B, WSbt'elMBS.
(200) 933 A, TTCpf
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Quotation:None*

EPICURUS Nine references are made to Epicurus,
tut there are no quotations* Prom these

references one learns that he was an Athenian, the
son of Neocles, and maintained that everything
is composed of atoms from the beginning and is

( 201)
timeless and eternal* He further explains that

( 202 )
the beginning was insensible atoms and emptiness,
and̂  what particles others assert to be solid and
indivisable he calls atoms*

There are four elements, fire, air, 
i (204)

spirit, and a certain unnamed one* The universe
(205)

is many and finite. All things were made from(206)
necessity, which he calls destiny.

*>Concerning God, he says that "He turns
back to Himself; He has no business affairs,(207)
nor does He wish to be present to others”*

In speaking about the soul, he asserts
(208)

that it is freely corruptible and that its force
(209)

lies in the heart*
References: 
901 C

irtpa »/¿I: £29 A; yrtpi 901 A,
, 904 A; Tt'tpC (p vrt^ i 929 C, 952 B, 932 C; 201 202 203 204 *

(201) 829 A, Tttf lv (206) 960 B, Tripi TTfi c Vfi idi .
(202) 901 C, v W  V A s .  (207) 957 A, 7rfc/u' Ttfi.fi VC »
(203) 901 A, ir i f i' (208) 932 C, ltif> <'
(204) 929 C, ttì-PÌ (209) 932 B, t r t f f  0VlTiloS.
(205 ) 904 A, 7T£fhv V̂ »|4*
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F^o Y O Ui: 957 A, 960 B.

Quotation:None.

EPICTETUS Theodoret in a lone reference
THE STOICstates that he can use the Stoic Epictetus 
to show the ignorance of the philosophers. 
Reference:

iVi.fi' D fo io ioLi: 984 B.
Quotation:

None.

EMPEDOCLES Empedocles, a native of Agrigentum,
( 210 )

a state in Sicily, was an auditor of Telauges,
the son of Pythagorasjwho had taken up the Pythagorean

( 211)
school with his mother Theano.

Among his philosophical tenets, we find
that he attribu*t?ed the. beginning to the four

( 212)
elements, maintained that the sun was equal In 

(213)
size to the earth* and held that the soul is a(214) (215)
mixture of air and ether, incorruptible, and

(216)
located in the heart.

There are ten references and three
4.

quotations.
Pof O <3 •
________ 7TQiv írÍTTíVSt 796 D, 809 B, 809 C-D; 210 211 212 213
(210) 796 D, iriPi' trírTíVS. (214) 929 C, T£#*v fyrt-Wi*
(211) 833 B, Trttf tv ̂  . (215) 932 B, TtLf> l'(212) 828 D, (216) 932 B, > U r¿wi .
(213) 905 A, rrtfi> t / l /S ,
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'Vipi'diM¡¡it 828 D, 833 B; 7Ttp*' TffoSi 901 D,
905 k y w i f t  fiiirtioii 929 C, 932 B, 932 B.
Quotations: y

ittpi tT ir t tv S i 809 B, 809 C-D; WtpC 
V ^ U  901 D.

DIOGENES Theodoret refers to three different 
persons known by the name of Diogenes. To 

one, Diogenes of Smyrna, he makes one reference, 
mentioning his opinion that things had various 
beginnings.
Reference:

* T i f t  d p f i i i ®29 A.
Quotation:

None.
The second,. Diogenes of Apollonia, he

cites twice as asserting that air was the beginning
and substance of all things.
References: , . c,

X i f i  dp f i n  '828 G-D; Trip i bAv,J: 901 G.
Quotations:

None •
To the third, Theodoret refers eight

times, and quotes him twice, one of these quotations• /
being in prose, the other in poetry. (217)

This Diogenes, a native of Sinope and a
(218) • pupil of Antisthenes, asserts thatthe soul rs 217 218

(217) 796 D, TTtfiC n r im u S
(218) 877 C,
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(219) (220)

incorruptible, the universe many and infinite,
the stars pumice-3tones, having certain reviving

( 221)characteristics, and that the sun and moon were
( 222 )

made from pumice-stones* In his arguement con
cerning the stars, he states that when certain 
ones fall to the earth and are extinguished,
they appear as natural stones; for example, the one

(223)
falling in the Aigos River.

In the two passages quoted, Diogenes
shQws the folly of s^perstitutlon.
References: J ,

TtLpi TrUrCuii 796 D; Trip*' ¿Ci-Uw*:
877 C; 7T£./>r VAhS: 904 A, 904 B. 904 B, 904 D; 

l x i f ?  f l ir t»*  x 932 B; w **: 961 B-0.
Quotations: /TTjP« itOi4.1 i 961 B-0.

CHRYSIPPUS Chrysippus is mentioned six times.
In one, Theodoret states that the Persians

do not recognize the labyrinths of Chrysippus and 
(224)Aristotle, and in another he is spoken of in a

quotation of Oenomaus, proposing to show the most
beautiful oart of man, and how much of man must 

( 225)
be made by man.

The other four references mention his 
opinions on the government of the world, fate, 
and necessity. He holds that all things were
(219) 932 B, TTi#iv p U i W i » (223) 904 B, m p  iV
(220) 904 A, 7rtP»v (224) 949 G, Ir i f t ' f u r t r t .
(221) 904 B, irtf»' (225) 957 B, nip*' JTfQY*4<W
(222) 904 D, wipt'



made by "Necessity"; that there is no relationship
between fate and necessity,--necessity being an

(227)
eternal, continuous, and orderly motion; that\
fate "governs, accomplishes, and transacts" of(228)
itself, destiny comes from divine wish; and that
the freedom of our mind is guided by, and subject

(229)
to, fate and destiny.
References: ^

wtpi  irtiufi 949 C; HLfi npoYoidM  
957 B, 957 D, 957 D-960 A, 960 B, 960 B.
Quotations: ,

None.

(226)

PLATONIC Atticus is quoted to the effect 
ATTICUS 1

that the wickedness of man is increased
when he does not believe all things to be
governed by Providence.* ̂
Reference: : 976 D.
Quotation:

Ibid.

ANAXAGORAS Eighteen references are made to
Anaxagoras and his philosophical opinions.

(230)
He, a contemporary of Pythagoras, a Clazomenian, 226 227 228 * 230
(226) 960 B, nL/i t' TrpeYtUs,(227) 960 B, Ttipi WtOYo'us. ,  \
(228) 957 D-960 A, 7ri.pl'
( 229) 957 D, ji t/s iK n rp e feU s .
(230) 833 B, rrepf kfjfifs*



and son of Hegesibulus, asserted that the mind, 
or rather the soul, was first embodied in the

54

cosmos, and the elements led it from disorder
(231)

into order. But the cause of its rationality,
(232)however, is hidden.

In him, Theodoret saw certain Christian
characteristics. He mentions that Anaxagoras, Plato,
and Pythagoras collected certain "riddles” from

(233)
the Egyptians and Hebrews concerning God; with

■ th§ same two men, he -, selected small lights of
(234)

truth from Biblical theology; and he urges one
to seek the fountain from which divine streams 
(235) s'

flow. (236)
According to him, the soul is incorruptible 

(237)
its nature is air; the moon is a fiery, solid 

*> * (238)
mass, having plains, rivers, and valleys; the(239)
sun along with it is a mass of ignited rock, (240)
and it (the sun) is greater than the Peloponnesus;
rocks drawn off by the rotation of the world,• (241)
being ignited and fixed above are called stars;

(242)the universe is one; and matter is changeable,
(231)
(232)
(233)
(234)
(235)
(236)

833 A, T (237) 929 B, Itlfl fVTéVi. 
960 C, Tt¿piy V/öimaUS . (238) 905 B, 7T£f £ UnJ.

904 D, it i f  C Muí.
905 A, 7i t f i ' VXVS • 
904 B, TU fit'904 A, TTtft Uni.

833 C , K ep i dipt V-S • (239)841 C , 7» ¿ f  t  Wpt . (240)
861 A, (241)
932 B, 7rtjpi) f i r m s . (242)
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(243)

alterable, and flowing.
Although Theodoret tends to regard

Anaxagoras with favor, he can hardly be accused
of partiality, because in one instance he mentions
that Anaxagoras is insane in his explanations of

(244)
the plans of the gods.
References: ,

nri/oC rriTTCi>Si 816 C; rtifii ¿ / ¡ M i l 833 A, 
833 B, 833 G, 841 C, 861 A; 77till vAvii: 901 C,
904 A, 904 B, 904 D, 905 A, 905 B, 905 D; Tt-e) iv 

929 B, 932 B, 940 C, 948 B; Trip* 
rvpoVi Jdi: 960 C.
Quotations: s

None.

ANAXIMENES Seven references are made to
Anaximenes. He is the successor of
(245)Anaximander, but after the death of the latter,

(246)
he professed opposing doctrines.

According to his opinions, air was the 
(245) (247)

beginning} the soul is airy; the world is many and
(248)

infinite; the sun is twenty-seven times greater
(249)

than the earth; and the moon is composed of fire
(250)
alone. '4
R  A “P AT* ATI C* A Q •

c, TTifli' 816 C; 828 C-D;
Ttipi tAni: 904 A, 905 A; Tttpt pvrttci:1929 B,
(243) 901 C, nrlfl' (247) 929 B, TTZfi' ftV r^S .
(244) 905 D-908 A, (248) 904 A, TTf/i) VA*-S.
(245) 828 C-D, Ittp i' < m  J,S. (249) 816 G, Jv 7r l TTt v$.
(246) 940 C, H i p ?  f v r Y b i . (250) 905 A, 7repi vAni.
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940 C, 948 B.
Quotation:

None.

ANAXIMANDER Anaximander was the successor to(251)
Thales, but did not cling to his doctrines

(252)
after his death.

In his opinion, the world is many and
(253) (254)

infinite; the soul is airy; the sun is twenty-
(255)

seven times greater than the earth; and the stars
are¿small collections^of air, close-pressed
and round, full of fire, flames coming out through

(256)
certain mouth-like openings.

>'
There are eight references in all. 

References:
Tri/ti TTirTtw. 796 C; rept' cLpfoSt 828 C; 

7T4/U' ¿'Aifi: 904 A, 904 B, 905 A; T tp t  
929 B, 940 C, 948.«.
Quotations:

None.

' ARISTOTLE There are twenty-one references
(257)

made to Aristotle of. Stagira, from some 
of which one might conclude that he was not a 
favorite with Theodoret. He mentions that the 
Persians did not recognize the nlabyrinths" of

(255) 816 C; TTtpZ 905 A, -rcLpt £Ai»4.
(256) 904 B, mpC' Vki)S,
(257) 796 D, m p t  n W r c w l .

(251) 828 C, Ttipi
(252) 940 C, Trip i? jguftV i.
(253) 904 A, Trtpi(254) 929 B, 7ri p l  p v V lM .



Chrysippus or Aristotle, but the "erudition" of (258)
Socrates and Plato. Plato could not persuade
his auditor Aristotle to accept the opinion that

(259)
the soul is immortal, but "Aristotle openly opposed 
the living Plato, and took up war against the 
Academy; he did not accept Plato's teaching, but 
'expelled' it emulously. Neither did he respect 
the glory of that most celebrated man, nor did 
the poY/er of his words bind him, but he careless
ly set himself against him, using not the better 

< . I.
but the worse doctrines: Plato asserted that the*
soul is immortal, Aristotle mortal; that one,

ithat God could foresee all things, this one, 
that the earth, such as could be deduced from
his words, lacked a God-like guardian. God

• %ruled until the moon, then things were left
(260)

to destiny." Also he introduced new doctrines.
Yet he seems to give Aristotle consider

able credit for the quality of his discussions,
4for he says that the discussions, concerning the /

Trinity, of those dwelling not only in town, but 
also in the country, such as shepherds, etc.,
(258) 949 G, THpl 0V<T£uü.
(259) 948 G, TTíW /rtf Vi feS .
(260) 940 C, i r t f ? /vVf kJ .



are more learned than those of Aristotle and(261)
Plato.
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(262)ing.
He called faith a criterion of learn-

Among his other opinions given by Theodoret,
one finds that he thinks God rules until thè moon,
and then "neglects everything, surrendering the
guardianship of things to the necessity of
chance, not only to distribute to mortals wealth
and poverty, health and sickness, slavery and
freedom, war and peace, but also to dispense

(265)
virtue and vice"; that matter is co-existant 

(264) i-
with God; that the cause of things rests in chance,

(265)
which is obscure and inconstant; that the beginning
was form, matter, and privation, and there are

* ̂ * not four elements, but‘five, the fifth being(266)
ether; that the stars are the product of the

(267)
fifth element, and are globe-shaped; that the

(268) (269)
universe is one; that the soul is freely corruptible,

(270)
and the heart is its seat; that, even though

(271)
it is corruptible, it has a divine part..; that 
the soul is the first £ii,¥ of a physical
(261) 948 D-949 A, 7TCf>i fv r e u S . (267) 904 D, rciuv
(262) 813 D, 7T£^»'nVrtwi. (268) ,904 A, irfjV VAni,
(263) 957 A, n tc 4y ice i <U . (269) 932 C, TT£pf ffvp-tvi»
(264) 913 B, TT t f t VAHJ., (270) 932 B, frt/Pi' 0Vf$tùi*
(265) 960 C, rfcjpi' (271) 933 B, Ittpì' p ó r t v i ,
(266) 901 B, 7tif>»' ’ '
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i , ■ >

and organic body, having potential life; and thatiV'
there are five operations of the soul,--perceiv-

(273)
ing, nourishing, sensing, altering, and recognizing.

Plato called plants animals, but Aristotle
did not continue to call these animals for he
thought only that which shared in a perceptive
soul was worthy to be called animals: plants

(274)
share in a vegetative and nutritious soul.

Two other references mention that he
(275)

called the beginning corporeal, and that his
"*■ I.

contribution to letters combined -with that of

(272)

innumerable others cannot equal the divine for
the human mind is not able to approach the words(276)
of divine wisdom.
References: /  u

TIL f 796 D, 813 Dj ITipi V.M* i ,
901 B, 901 D, 904 A, 904 C, 904 D, 913 B; fvrt-ui
929 B, 929 D, 932 B, 932 C, 932 C, 933 B, 940 C,
948 D-949 A, 949 G, 953 G ; it  lf>ly Kp 0 VO U S  i 957 A,
960 C.
Quotations:

None.

ANTISTHENES Two references are made to4.Antisthenes, and two passages quoted from 
him. He, a friend and auditor of Socrates, leader
(272) 929 B, TUi i' jfvpiwS.
(273) 929 D, TtS.ft' f i i r t v s .
(274) 932 C, rrtPt' fftT L W .
(275) 901 D, Tttf) »v V^4.
( 276) 953 C, It I f ?  j fv r t v i .
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of the Cynic sect, and teacher of Diogenes, made 
much of moderation and loathed pleasure. "Con
cerning Aphrodite, he is reported to have said 
these things:

•I would slay Aphrodite, if I might 
take her, because she corrupts beautiful 
and good women*". (277)

In the same reference, he called love an evil
of nature.

Concerning God, he states that "He
is*not known by an i&age, He is not seen by eyes,
He is like to no one; no one is .able to know

(278)
Him from an image".
References: ,71 i/e»v iT if-rivii 809 D-812 A; irtii'
877 C.
Quotations: .

Ibid. •

XENOGRATES From the five references made to
Xenocrates, one learns that he was an

auditor of Speusippus who was the son of Plato’s
(279)

sister. He added a third power of the soul,--
(280) , 

that of perception. Previously, Plato and
Pythagoras had assigned two parts,--one with
(277) 877 C, ; ,
(278) 809 D-812 A, Yep n i r r t v i .
(279) 929 C-D, Trip iy f .
(280) Ibid.



reason, the other without. Furthermore, he
gave assent to Pythagoras' opinion that the

(281)
soul is ^number" which is self-moving, and(282)
agreed with others that it is incorruptible.

Concerning their origin, he stated that
(283)

all things are from ever-flowing matter.
References: c, ,

T i p } 4'Ay»: 901 B; Ttf> i' f tv r tv i : 929 B,
929 C-D, 932 B, 948 B.
Quotations:

None.•<: #
PORPHYRY There are seventeen,, references,

and nine passages are quoted from Porphyry,
(284)'an auditor of Plotinus. His philosophical opinions

are not so much referred to, but rather his
works, for he is?-cited as an authority on other*
philosophers. He took up the labor of collecting
the opinions of philosophers, adding the life

(285)of each one. Theodoret refers to the philosoph
ical history of Porphyry, mentions that he speaks 
from the commentaries of this writer, and that , 
he falls back on him in arranging a chronology 
of the ancients.
(281) 929 B, T£p? pVTtuS.
(282) 932 B, 7r£/fi iv p i /r t v i ,
(283) 901 B, Trtpi
(284) 977 B, lriei frtfijriU*.
(285) 856 A,



Some of the things Porphyry stated
were that Moses was more than a thousand years
older than the ancient poets, i.e., Orpheus,

(286)
Thamyris, etc., and that Socrates, son of
Sophroniscus, was given to insolence while a youth,
hut eradicated these traits by zeal and letters,

(287)
and learned the rules of philosophy. He argued(288)
whether or not Socrates worked in a quarry.
It was he, not Moses nor Peter, who condemned
the Homeric gods, and came forward to fight against 

* (290) *
impiety.

Some of the quoted passages are taken
ifrom his letters, some from his books. Con

cerning the soul, there is one quotation from a 
(291)letter to Boeothus, and two from his correspondence

(§91)with Anebo the E'gyptiaft. In another letter to
Anebo, he speaks of the old and new sacrifices 

(292) (293)
of the Egyptians. Twice a reference is made to
his book, "Concerning Philosophy from Oracles".
In one of these he is quoted saying that the(294)
way to the gods is "brass-bound, hard, and rough"
(286) 841 C, l it» i
(287) 897 C, nt!f>
(288) 797 C, Ttfcfi' w -irttvs . {
(289) 881 C,
(290) 840 C, nrtf> iv M  £j.
(291) 804 B-C,
(292) 880 C, ,
(293) 880 D, tt£piv 801 C, Tftfi l r t r i t v i .
(294) 801 C, TTfcjPi' rria-rtvi.

y
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and in the other, that the Egyptians "made 
wicked spirits gods, and reverenced them with 
sacrifices and other rites”.

Further citations show him praising
(295)Sanchoniathon, and mention a Porphyrian school(296)

of which Amelius was ’’preeminent”.

j 7rIp i  jr ir ttv S t 797 G, 801 C, 804 B-Cj
7rtf/ 840 C, 841 A, 841 G, 852 C, 853 D,
856 A; 880 C, 880 D, 881 A, 881 C,
897 C; 7Ti.fi' V / jfi: 908 D; trifC1 f l i r t * * : 929 B;7vt.fi' 977 B.
Quotations: |, w tf i t  KiTTluil 797 C, 801 G, 804 B-C; 
rrtfi' a(^i: 840 C; 880 D.

PLOTINUS Plotinus Was an auditor of Ammonius,
(297)

and teacher of Porphyry. Theodoret considers
(298)

him an authority on philosophy, and states that
(299)

he emulates Plate?* .
In him, the author of the sermons

sees certain characteristics which are Christian.
He refers to him speaking of the three divine
persons by showing that his "Good”, "Mental”, and
"Spiritual’’ parts of the soul are the Father,

(300)
the Son, and the Holy Ghost. Furthermore, 
he mentions that Plotinus is one of.those who
(295) 853 D, iv k f r f s • (299) Ibid.
(296) 852 0, Ttipi (300) 852 A,
(297) 976 B, Tti'p t  i t f  M e U $ .  n
(298) 977 B, tr 'fC tt'U i,



urges one to seek the fountains from which the(301)
divine streams flow, and says that this philosopher
in the beginning of his book on Providence,
asserts that the Providence of God is chance and(302) 
fortune.

There are six references and three 
quotations.
References:

,  Tfi/t iv : 852 A, 852 C, 861 A;
'976 'B, 976 D-977 A, 977 B.

Quotations: *
■< 7Ti.£>;v \852 A; Trip :v rrfo vci :

976 D-977 A. ,n  ' '

PROTAGORAS They say that Protagoras did not
know whether to hold that there were ever

(303)
gods, or whether there was never a God. In the
other reference,„Theodoret asks whom he left as•** ♦
a successor.
References: /7X i f i  pv r t v S i  948 A; Trifi iv957 A.
Quotations:

None.
ARCHELAUS Archelaus was an auditor of

(304)
Anaxagoras. Prom him Socrates learned many of

(305)the things he taught concerning God,
(301) 861 A, Tr*fiiv cU/il.
(302) 976 D-977 A, i f i p t
(303) 957 A, 7 T p W i l k .
(304) 833 B, Tri!piKJcMP/iS»
(305) 841 C, T f i p W f i f t y .



(306)
According to his opinion, the soul is

an airy substance, and the universe many and
(307) 

infinite*
References:
904 7 8 3 3  B, 841 C; 

A; -nri.it'/imfci: 929 B.
Quotations:

None*

CORNUTUS Oornutus is credited with having 
composed a treatise on Greek theology. 

Reference:  ̂J
irt f i  tffllfSl 856 A.

Quotation:
None.
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DEMOCRITUS Democritus, the son of Damasippus
(308)

and a native of Abdera, was born five
(309)

generations before Epicurus. He first brought*
forth the opinion about Memptiness" and "firmness"

(310)
in the making of the world, and asserted the

(311)
beginning to be insensible atoms and emptiness,

(312)
calling the position of atoms emptiness.

(313)
Furthermore, the -universe is many and infinite; ,

(314)
its beginning infinite and unbegotten.
__________There are two parts to the soul, one
(306) 929 B, Ttf/su' ó v r e v i , (311) 901 C, Ht-f/i
(307) 904 A, n i t T |'^S. (312) 90Ì D, TTtpi Uiji.
(308) 897 C, Ttlfi' (313) 904 A, Trtply
(309) 901 A, 7rmv (314) 829 A,
(310) 901 A, 7>sy>iv
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endowed with rationality, the other without;
the one without rationality is divided again

(315)into two parts, anger and desire. With
Anaxagoras, he maintains that the cause of rationality

(316)
is hidden. He also confirmed the opinion of
Anaxagoras that rocks are thrown off by the
rotation of the world, which, on becoming fiery

(317)
and fixed overhead, are called stars.

According to other of his theories,
(318)

the sun and moon are a rocky, fiery mass; the
■< *

moon, a fiery firmness, has plains, valleys,
(319) * (320)

and mountains; the soul is freely corruptible;
(321)

its force is located in the brain; and all things
(322)

are made by "necessity”, calling necessity "destiny".
He aroused the anger of the Cynic

Oenomaus because lie thought the mind was enslaved
(323)

by destiny and chance*
References: t/

TT£p2 829 A; 7T£<P/ 897 C,
901 A, 901 A, ,901 C, 901 D, 904 A, 904 B, 904 D,905 B: 7Tfcfix 929 C-D, 932 B, 932 C; nrifi t'

957 B, 957 D, 960 B, 960 C.
Quotations:

None.

HERACLIDES The three philosophical opinions
(315)
(316)
(317)
(318)
(319)

929 c-:D, 7T£PVV fiv<T£v±.
960 c, 7t t f ?i TTIiQ JTtfloLS.904 B, Tttjs'iv V jiH .
904 D, IT it>»>905 B, Trek' iv v A  •

(320)
(321)
(322)
(323)

932 C, TT£-£>1 0 1 <r*vim 
932 B, rrt'jpi' •
960 B, TCtSi i'
957 D, TTi.p>iV 7lyf C
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of Heraclides which are mentioned state that

(324)the soul is endowed with a form of light, single
(325)

stars are single world% having earth and air,
(326)and the earth is surrounded by a mist. 

References:
929 C. : 904 C, 905 B;

Quotations:
None,

HERACLITUS Heraclitus, son of Blasón of
Ephesus, asserted that the world was one,

< t
immovable, and finite, taking its beginning

(327)
from fire. He held further that all things were

(328)made by fat^ and called'necessity "chance”; he
maintained that the moon is composed of fire
(329) (330)

alone, that the sun is a foot across, that the 
(331)

universe is one, that matter is changeable,
• (332)

alterable, and flowing.
Concerning the soul, he believed that(333)

it was fiery, and that the souls of men, when
freed from the body, retire to the soul of the 
whole world, which is of the same nature and(334)
substance,____
(324) 929 C,
(325) 904 C, TTtW
(326) 905 B, 71LÍC V*h*.
(327) 901 C, 7Tfc«i
(328) 960 B, 7* £̂ >iv TTjùo

(329) 905 A, TTLpl
(330) 816 Q, fKtpi TrirttVim 

905 À, 7T¿/>iv Vikii,
(331) 904 A, ifS.
(332) 901 C, 7Up »
(333) 929 B-C, TTís i1 pérttos*
(334) 932 B, 7r e f i  f i v r t v s .



He is also cited as a barbarian who
(335)thought that "the Word was with God".

passages quoted*
References:

J 7T£p»' TrirTUpJi 809 B, 813 C, 816
828 D, 852 G}~rttfiK VÙiji: 901 C, 901 C, 

9Ô4 A, 905 A, 905 A; fti.fi' jivrtuisi 929 B-C,932 B; Tri-fi'TtfvyaWs: 960 B.
Quotations: r

TTUPi' 809 B, 813 C.

LEUCIPPUS Leucippus held that the world is
■< I

many and infinite.
Reference: 0

IT i-f *' V S : 904 A.
Quotation:

None.

PYTHIUS Oenom^ius is angered at him because
(336)he would enslave the free nature of our mind

(337)
and criticises him for his views on Providence.«References:

KLf? TrpQYC>\\$i 957 B, 957 D.
Quotations:

None •

Thirteen references are made and three

AMELIUS He was preeminent in the school of
Porphyry.



Reference:
TTfĉ i' 852 C.

Quotation:
None.

PLATO Twenty-one references were made to
Aristotle, and twenty-four to Pythagoras, but 
to Plato, Theodoret turned one hundred and 
seven times, and quoted ninety-eight passages. 
Eighteen of these passages were taken from the 
"Laws", sixteen from the "Timaeus”, eight from 
the ‘"Phaedo”, seven fiWi the ’’Republic”, six 
from the "Theaetetus", five from the ’’Politicus”, 
four from the "Cratylus”, three from the ’’Apology 
two each from the "Crito”, ’’Gorgias”, "Epinomides 
and "Sophist”, three from the "Philebus”, one 
each from the ’’P h a e d r u s a  letter to Corsicus, 
and to Dionysius. The remaining quotations are 
unidentified.

Sometimes Theodoret would quote as many 
as six passages from Plato, one right after 
the other; or again he would select one or more

4passages from as many as three different books, 
and use them together in a single reference.

Some of the references mention 
philosophical tenets of his, others cite him 
as an authority or state his admirable qualities.
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Frequently, he is called Plato, the son of Ariston,
Three references are made to his eloquence and its(358) (339)
force. He preferred truth to all wisdom.
Furthermore, he was emulated by Plotinus; he
traveled in Egypt and Sicily, trying to spread the

(340)
discipline of Socrates; the doctrines of Zeno

(341)
and Cleanthus opposed his; and even while he
was yet living Aristotle was not in agreement

(342) with him.
At another'time, Theodoret, while

comparing the following given the Christian
theologians with that .of the famous Greek
philosophers, asks, "Where are those who govern

(343)
cities according to the laws of Plato?"

But a.3.arge part of the references +
to Plato cite his Christian tendencies or character
istics. Theodoret mentions Plato and Church
(344)

doctrines, states that all Plato and innumerable
others have given to letters cannot approach

(345)
Divine Wisdom, that it is not Peter or Paul '
who accuses the philosophers, but the most

(346)
eloquent Plato, that Plato collected many riddles
(338) 792 B, Trtpf nr icrrivi: 853 A, rrifS JdL»ril;

940 D, Trip»' /
(339) 805 A-B, X ifC (343) 948 B, 7l i f t  ftVttVS.
(340 ) 833 B-C, /rif £ if/rljs. (344) 977 B, 71 tpi' TtM rcW S .
(341) 933 B, Trip»' 0 v r i¥i. (345) 953 C, Vif>
(342) 940 C, Trtft f v r t v i , (346) 832 C, 7T L ft



concerning God from the Hebrews and Egyptians,
(347)
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that he, with Anaxagoras and Pythagoras, gathered
up certain small lights of truth from the ancient

(348)
theologians, that Platonic things are related to

(349)Divine Scripture, that Numenius has shown that
Plato has taken the things he teaches piously
from the theology of Moses and asks,”Who else

(350))
is Plato than an Attic Moses?”, and that he urges
one to seek the fountain from which divine

(351)
streams flow.“ 1 (352)

Plato teaches us that there is a God, 
(353)

and opinions concerning God. God is the beginning,
i (354)

end, and middle of all things,-- He is the Ruler.
God, matter, and ideas were the beginning of all
(355)
things.

*>A great deal was taught concerning 
the soul by this philosopher. He asserted that 
it was above time and eternal, and divided it 
into three parts,--good, mental, and spiritual.

4 . mThe good, Theodoret points out, is God the Father,
the mental God the Son, and the spiritual the

(356)Holy Ghost. Another form of division is made
(347) 833 C, Ttifl okppfS. (352) 912 B, vtff
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in which the soul is said to have two parts,--

(357)
rational and irrational. The irrational is

(357)again divided into two parts,-- anger and desire.
He speaks further of the relationship of body
and soul, that the soul is in the body as in a(358)
tomb, that it is an intellectual substance and

(359)
movable by itself, that its power is located

(360)
in the brain, that the rational part is incorruptible,

(361)
the irrational part corruptible, that the soul

(362) (365)
is free, that it is immortal, and that it has 

< i (364)
a certain rational and divine quality.

Concerning the world, Plato maintained
that it was unbegotten and did not procede from

(365)
a cause, and he attributed the cause of things
to a certain result of chance, which he called

(366)
the chance of nature dr purpose. Matter is

(367)corporeal without form, sense, shape, or quality.
(368)

The universe is one. The stars are made from
fire for the most part, but also from other(369)
elements. The sun and the moon are made partly

(370)of fire, partly of other bodies* He called the
(357) 929 C, 7TLfn'
(358) 928 C, i r i f i  .
(359) 929 B, <t)VfLu>Sm
(360) 932 C, rri-W
(361) 932 C, TTf.pi'
(362) 933 B-C, 7r LpC J  tV dvS .
(363) 948 C, IT ¿pi

(364) 937 C, rrtf> iv fv r tw s .
(365) 860 A,
(366) 960 C, r tp c v o U s ,
(367) 90^ C, iff i i  p ^ i .
(368) 904 A, i r t f i ' J^i.
(369) 904 C, Ttipi
(370) 904 D, Ti Tp ? ‘v AyS •



73(371) (372)
earth Demeter, and the air Hera, and taught that
the Egyptian, Phoenicians, and Greeks thought
that the sun, moon, earth, sky, and the elements

(373)
were their first gods*

Plato called plants animals because
1374)

they had a third part of the soul,— desire*
The passages which are not cited quote

(375)
Plato on learning and ignorance, on the divine

(376)
quality and rationality of the soul, on the

(377) (378)
necessity of faith, ©n creation, on his opinion
concerning the building of temples and the making

(379)
of images, which he does not entirely forbid.

One passage from the "Apology" shows
Socrates speaking on Providence and the fear of

(380)
death, two others show Socrates, though untaught♦
and unlearned, to be above the other philosophers

(381)
and "even Plato".*

' Three quotations from the "Cratylus"
refer to Plato’s opinion concerning the Greek
(382)
gods, another to the relationship of the soul
to the body,--that it exists in the body as in a
(371) 876 B, 1
(372) 880 A,
(373) 869 B, T i f
(374) 932 C, 0 v V l* i .
(375) 821 B, T i f t  If * rT i .
(376) 937 C, Tip i'

(377)
(378)
(379)
(380)(381)
(382)

913 B, 
912 B-
885‘ B- 
976 C, 
797 C, 
833 D, 
864 B„ 
876 B,

b . «-‘K j w i 5*TTtfl V*ki ;
C,  Kt f C  v'l+s,
D, Ttfi '
TLpC r t Mf e  t*S.  
Ttt/Bl' WtTTii»S. 
rri'pt (Ap/kU
-nip? d C U b v * .



(383)
tomb*
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One set of quotations from the nCrito"•*>
speaks of Socrates urging Crito to find truth,

(384)
and Alcibiades to pursue learning; in another,

(385)
Socrates speaks of one guardian of all things.
In that from the "Epinomides", Plato speaks on
( * 8 S > „gods; and, from the Gorgias, on the praising of

(387)
the pious and the punishment of the wicked.

In the ’'Laws”, according to quotations,
he tries to confirm those who do not admit 
* (388) *■

Divine Providence, divides the nature of good
* (389)

into two parts,--one human, the other divine,
i- (390)speaks of the freedom of the soul, associates

(391)
happiness and blessedness with truth, confirms

(398) (393)
the word of faith, and speaks on learning.

»̂In the ”Phae*do’', he‘speaks of a visible
(394)

and invisible species, criticises those seeking
to learn what is impossible for the human mind

(395)
and affirming to know what they do not, and

4discourses on those fitted to be introduced into /
(383) 928 G, Tftfl 0  lifi x (390) 933 C-D, irtplK
(384) 812 C-D--813 A, frifC »irTi-wi. 936 A-B, Tr£̂ u' f v t i v s ,
(385) 837 B, (391) 821 C, Trip iy fc v rrt Vi .
(386) 880 A-B, Trip iv (392) 808 D-809 A, Trip i' lrirTcvJ.
(387) 808 C, fr*m<nS. (393)i 800 C, TTlpClti'rTlui.
(388) 972 A-D--973 A, m p C  nr pc rci<tS . , (394) 937 C-D--,
(389) 968 B-D--969 A, Trip t  Vfi* Y* i<*S . 940 A-B, Trip? tVTLvS.

' (395) 829 A-B,



(396)
the mysteries.
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In that part of the "Phaedrus which
(397)

is quoted, he speaks on evils; in that of the
*Vhilebus** he confirms the doctrine of Providence.

* * <599>In the Toliticus, he speaks on creation,
(400)

on truth and lies concerning the gods, and on 
learning. Those passages given from the "Republic”
show what Plato would allow and what he Y/ould

(401)
exclude from his ideal state, mention his opinion 

(402)on creation, assert that the bpdy must be cared 
* y  , (403)

for because of its relationship to the soul,
(404)

discourse on God and good, and cite God as the
v' (405)

"chance and rule of the universe".
Two passages from the "Sophist" mention

various conflicting opinions concerning the
(406)beginning. In the "Th4aetetus", he criticises(407)

those unwilling to consider intellectual things,
(408)

condemns the contention of the philosophers,
asserts that God is in no manner unjust, but is

(409)
most just, discourses on those who consider(410)
themselves wise, and who should be called wise.
(396) 821 G, r r l f t  n i r T t y t .
(397) 897 A-B, v t p t 'A f . * Ufcir.
(398) 965 C-D--968 A,

TP(399) 912 G-D--913 A, nipk"
v W .(400) 873 B-D--876 A, Tr£Pl'

(401) 828 B-C, *rf̂ i (V*(402) 909 B-C, T i p i VtyS.
(403) 928 C-D, 7Xt pf  0\>UVi»

(404) 936 B-D.--937 A-B, 
ITipi(405) 976 C, T ip i  npoip i ts

(406) 832, A, T i p i
(407) 812 B, Wifi JfirTitoi.
(408) 829 B-D— 832 A,

i r t f i „(409) 972 A, T i p i  T g Q i n t i
(410) 801 A, T i p i frtrri-w*.



Passages in the ”Timaeusy mention that the
Greeks have no hoary learning; they will always

(411)
he "hoys”, not one of them is old; discourse

(412)
about spirits and gods; assert that God alone
is to be adored and feared,--he who is the(413)
Moderator of all things; speak of the gods and

(414)
the deification of human beings; maintain that

(415)
the gods are not immortal in nature; and refer

(416)
to God and the creation, the creation and the

(417) (418)
beginning, and the generation of things*

< I
7TS.fi 7rictTUi)*i 792 B, 797 C, 800 A, 800 B, 

800 C, 801 A, 804 D-805 A, 805 A-B, 805 D-808 A-B,
808 C, 808 D-809 A, 802 B, 812 C-D— 813 A, 812 C-D-
813 A, 821 G, 821 B, 821 C; 7TiftC 828
B-C, 829 A-B, 829 B-D--832 A, 832 A, 832 G, 833 B-C 
833 C, 833 D, 836 A-B, 836 C-D— 837 A, 837 B, 837 
C, 841 C, 848 C-D--849 A, 849 B, 849 C, 849 C, 852 
A, 852 C, 853 A, 860 A, 860 C, 860 D, 860 D, 861
A; Ti Jol£i£ 864 B, 869 B, 872 C-D, 873 B,
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSION

In the first six sermons, having 
approximately five thousand lines of seven words 
to the line, Theodoret referred to ninety-four 
Greek writers a total of five hundred and 
thirty-five times and quoted one hundred and 
eighty-four passages.

Further examination will reveal that♦
he deferred to five nlythological characters as
ancient poets, and quoted one of., them five times;
to the two epic poets,, he referred twenty-three
times and gave five quotations; to four comic
poets six times with eight quotations; to two
tragic poets ter*?times with eight quotations;*
to eleven lyric poets twenty-four times with 
fourteen quotations; to fourteen historians 
forty-five times with ten quotations; to five 
orators five times with four quotations; and 
to fifty-one philosophers four hundred and , /
eight times with one hundred and thirty-five 
quotations.

A consideration of each gro\ip separately 
will reveal many interesting facts. He mentioned
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the two most prominent of the epic poets, hut none 
of the titles of their works, nor any of the 
cyclic poets. In regard, to the lyric, iambic, 
and elegiac poets, he does not mention Sappho, 
Alcaeus, or Anacreon, but refers to most of 
the other better known poets.

These omissions and considerations 
one might expect, but to find Sophocles omitted 
from the tragic poets, Aristophanes from the comic 
poets, Thucydides frpm the historians, and 
Demosthenes and Lysias from the orators is 
somevihat note-worthy. It seems to indicate a

yliterary decadence. Furthermore, Aeschylus
is mentioned only twice (one of these coming in
a passage quoted from Plato) to eight times for * ̂ * 
Euripides. Since Aesciiylus brings gods and
goddesses into his plays as well as Euripides
does, this seems to indicate that Theodoret
may not have been as familiar with him.

4

None of the more important philosophers. /
seem to have been slighted, and it would be 
quite a problem to find very many of the lesser 
ones who were not mentioned. But one can hardly 
conclude, absolutely, from this that Theodoret



was so much more interested in the philosophers 
than the poets, orators, and the like, because 
his sermons are of their very nature philosophical 
and consequently references to philosophers can 
be more readily fitted into them* But considering 
Theodoret's work and station in life along with 
these references they seem to indicate that he 
gave more time to the philosophers than the 
other writers*

It is of farther interest to note 
whence Theodoret may have gathered his material. 
Judging from the volume of his references to 
Plato, and the fact that a Platonic spirit seems 
to pervade the sermons, he must have 11 spent his
days and nights” with that writer* In addition,

*>he seems to have spent considerable time on the 
works of Plutarch, Aetius, and Porphyry, and 
from that source, to have gathered much of his 
material concerning the early philosophers because
he mentions that Plutarch and Aetius had collected* /
the opinions of the philosophers, and that Por
phyry had taken up the work of assembling the 
opinions of the philosophers, "adding the life

II ^of each one* Furthermore, he tells his hearers 
to turn to the works of these three men to find



out what the philosophers say. He does not ask 
them to turn to their (the philosophers) works, 
nor does he mention any, except in a few cases. 
Occasionally, he cites Plutarch and Porphyry as 
authorities verifying some of his statements.
Just how much he drew from them, however, cannot 
be determined accurately.

It is very likely that he drew his 
material for his references to the poets from
the works of the poets themselves, but he does

< ♦
not appear to be as familiar with them as with the*philosophers.

Another point of interest is the absence 
of quotations from the twenty-one references to 
Aristotle. This indicates that Aristotle’s

* 'vJ *works, which were lost* for many years, were 
still missing at that time.

There was a literary decadence in 
Theodoret’s time, and the references he has made 
show him to be a true product of his period.
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